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Clever shifting 

The individually adjustable Wunderlich 
gear shift lever »CLEVER LEVER« for the 
BMW F 750/850 GS

With its new gear shift lever »CLEVER LEVER«,  
Wunderlich, the No. 1 worldwide for high quality BMW 
motorcycle accessories, is launching a clever alternative 
to the gear shift lever on the F 850 and 750 GS, which is 
not adjusatble. Its continuously variable length locking 
mechanism for an optimum adjustment and shifting 
gears becomes as smooth as butter thank‘s to its roller 
bearing-mounted innovative gear shift lever tip. The 
»CLEVER LEVER«, is reliably prevented from bending, 
which can even happen during a minor fall, due to a 
wear-free stainless steel folding mechanism. 

The Wunderlich lever also features a special highlight: a 
gear changing adjusting mechanism, which permits long 
shift travel for comfortably gear shifting with large offroad 
boots as well as short shift travel for onroad use. 

The extremely lightweight yet high-strength »CLEVER 
LEVER«, made of CNC-milled 7075 T6 aluminium is 
completely Made in Germany. It comes with a five-year 
guarantee for €119.90.

Item-No.:
26282-001 Wunderlich gear shift lever  
»CLEVER LEVER«; €119.90*
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Optically & functionally a highlight:
Adjustable gear shift lever on Wunderlich BMW F 750 GS

Application example: The »CLEVER LEVER« can not only be adjusted 
in the length but also offers a roller bearing for the highest comfort of 
shifting possible – Moreover, the lever is foldable up to 90 degrees to 
prevent itself against any damage.
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Fits perfect to the BMW F 750 GS ... 

Maximum driving pleasure with the BMW F 750 GS (left) and with the BMW F 850 GS (right) in the offroad tracks ...

... and onroad, the »CLEVER LEVER« not only allows a smooth-shifting through the roller-mounted tip, but also reduces the friction between boots and 
gearshift lever to a minimum.

... also to the BMW F 850 GS


